
INVENTING THE GREATER 
PARIS METROPOLIS

BE PART OF A SMART & SUSTAINABLE VISION FOR 
AN ATTRACTIVE 21ST CENTURY METROPOLIS

One of the world’s largest infrastructure projects, the “Grand Paris 
Express”, is currently under development in the Greater Paris 
Metropolis. Consisting of an automatic metro ring road around the 
capital with 200 km of new lines, this future transport network will 
link all the territories of the metropolis with each other and with 
Paris.

With a global construction cost of €32 billion, this is the backbone 
for the future development of the entire metropolis. Significant 
urban projects will emerge along this transport route: new housing 
projects, economic activities, university centers, R&D hubs and 
cultural facilities. When fully commissioned, the “Grand Paris 
Express” will generate an additional €100 billion in GDP and will 
be an unprecedented driver of economic progress.

This undertaking provides excellent investment opportunities 
involving international investors, developers, construction 
companies, architects and urban planners. 
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RE-INVENT THE GRAND PARIS AROUND ITS NEW 
STATIONS AND NEIGHBORHOODS 

BUSINESS FRANCE, YOUR PARTNER TO HELP YOU 
IDENTIFY INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

The Grand Paris development is supported by the French state as well as national and territorial partners. 

Business France is the French national agency promoting and facilitating international investment in France. 
A network of 70 Invest experts present in 32 countries advise international operators, in cooperation with the 
agency’s partners.

Are you interested in taking part in the Grand Paris development? Don’t miss any opportunities and contact 
us. We will do our best to help you identify partners and projects that meet your research criteria.

SCHEDULE:

October 2016: Launch of the consultation

February 2017: Call for interest

Spring 2017: Selection of 3 to 4 candidates per site

2017 (6/8 months):  Development of proposal by 
selected teams

Beginning of 2018: Designation of successful 
candidates  

2022-2024: Opening of Line 15 south and its 
stations, lines 16, 14 south, 17 and 18.  

2022-2024: Delivery of the adjacent buildings

Your contacts at Business France:

• In your country : your local Business France contact
• In France : Mrs. Pascale LARIVIERE / Project Manager - Grand Paris 

pascale.lariviere@businessfrance.fr

The 68 future metro stations of the “Grand Paris Express” will combine modern passenger facilities with 
large urban projects that provide high potential for developing new residential neighborhoods and business 
districts. 

A major opportunity to invest in a leading global capital is now offered to you: the “Inventing the Greater 
Paris Metropolis” international competition. This call for innovative projects will include very attractive 
international hubs located next to nearby airports, major business districts and research centers. Successful 
candidates will be awarded land or building rights to turn their projects into a reality. 

The competition will include two phases: 

• A call for expressions of interest: 
Understanding of the objectives of the 
competition and challenges of the chosen 
sites, lines of innovation developed and 
composition of the proposed team. 

• Development of a detailed proposal 
(6-8 months):
Formalisation of the proposals and 
discussions with the technical committee 
before finalisation.

www.businessfrance.fr


